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The blood compact: international law
and the state of exception in the 1896
Filipino revolution and the US
takeover of the Philippines1

JOHN D BLANCO

[W]e shall ask ourselves … whether, in fine, it would not be better to have no civil
society than to have several. … Is it not this partial and incomplete association
which is the cause of tyranny and war? And are not tyranny and war the two worst
scourges of mankind?

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Émile

In 1885, the Spanish colonial government in the Philippines commissioned artist
Juan Luna (who resided in Paris at the time) to portray what many considered
to be a foundational event in the ‘bloodless’ pacification of the archipelago
during the sixteenth century. Paradoxically, albeit perhaps not surprisingly, the
event demanded the sacrifice of blood. I speak of the blood compact, Sandugan
(literally ‘united in blood’) or pacto de sangre, which later figured prominently
in the discourse of the Philippine-born elite intellectuals of Europe; and later,
too, amongst the revolutionaries of Andrés Bonifacio’s revolutionary brother-
hood or Katipunan in the 1890s. This essay focuses on a series of interpretations
advanced by Spanish, Filipino and US leaders at the turn of the century, which
illustrate how the blood compact came to precipitate and perpetuate the very
conditions of imperialist war, revolutionary violence, and the state of exception,
that it was designed to prevent.

Chroniclers record the participation of sixteenth-century conquistador leaders
Ferdinand Magellan and Miguel López de Legazpi in the native Sandugan,
throughout the military campaign to pacify the islands for Spanish occupation
and religious evangelisation. It consisted in the following procedure: a represen-
tative or leader of each opposing party would cut his right arm and let some
blood flow into a container filled with wine. After blood and wine were mixed
together, each leader drank from the cup of the other. Yet what did the modern
re-emergence of this emblem to the public eye in the period of late Spanish
colonial sovereignty, colonial reform, and eventually bloody revolution, sig-
nify—and what did it obscure? It cannot have been a coincidence, for example,
that Spain would have Luna portray the blood compact as a symbol of legitimate
Spanish sovereignty in the archipelago, the very same year as the formalisation
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of treaty relations between the European and non-European worlds in the
emergence of a positivist international law. In 1884–1885, members of various
European states (including France, Germany, England and Spain), and the US,
convened at the Berlin Conference, in order to resolve the contradictions of
international law that had arisen with the partitioning of Africa by the imperialist
powers, and the ambiguity of pacts and treaties with respect to colonial
populations and territories.2 From the outset, then, questions of international
‘legitimacy’ grew out of the context of imperialism in the late nineteenth
century, retroactively authorising by law what the imperialist powers had taken
by force.

By the same token, it seems inconceivable that the colonial government would
have commissioned Luna’s work in order to further foment dissent in the
archipelago, which had by 1872 provoked a major rebellion among the native
soldiers in Cavite and led to the arbitrary arrest, trial and execution of three
leaders of the native religious clergy.3 Yet this is precisely what happened.
Throughout the 1880s, many of Luna’s paintings, along with the writings of his
fellow colonial expatriates or ‘ilustrados’ (as they were called back home),
served to precipitate the movement for colonial reforms into a radical anti-
colonial movement that foreshadowed the inauguration of revolutionary violence
in the archipelago. By the turn of the century, revolutionary initiates were
drawing blood from their right arms to sign allegiance to a movement with
national aspirations, compacted in blood and darkness, that would wage war
against the Spanish coloniser; and later, the US invading force. Clearly, the
blood compact had set more than one narrative of legitimacy— and conversely,
of delegitimation—in motion; and it had galvanized more than one claim to the
force of law. It will be the task of this analysis to study their point of
contact—perhaps ‘contract’—with a practice that hearkened back to the mythical
origin of European and native relations; and to measure the burden of this history
in our present moment of international anxiety, the rhetoric of terror, and the
imperilled defence of ‘Western’ civilisational values and their globalising
pretensions.

This article consists of three parts. In the first, I examine the resurrection of
the blood compact in the late nineteenth century around the question of
international law and the relationship of legitimacy to a culturalist reading of the
colonial subject. The second part outlines the transformation and radicalisation
of the blood compact as a critical point of departure for an anti-colonial
philosophy of history shared by the Filipino revolutionaries who fought against
Spanish and later US forces. The third part establishes the currency of the
analysis of the blood compact for the present challenge in the humanities to
study the mythical burden of history in our time, and to articulate responses to
the emergent rhetoric of globalisation and terror.

I Pacto de sangre and the question of colonial legitimacy

From its inception, it seems, the resurrection of the blood compact as an emblem
of nineteenth-century Philippines turned on the question of the future of late
colonial Spanish rule in the archipelago, and the role of the Spanish ‘civilisation’
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in upholding it.4 Our point of departure, then, must be a brief account of the
nineteenth-century crisis of Spanish legitimacy in the Philippines, and its
relationship to the elaboration of international law in this period. From the
beginning of the nineteenth century, travellers and statesmen in the Philippines
had already begun to acknowledge this crisis of authority with regard to the
colonial population. With the accelerated growth of agricultural and commercial
capitalism, the entrance of British and US commercial interests in East and
Southeast Asia, the independence movements of the Latin American countries,
and the extreme oscillation of constitutional and absolutist forms of government
in Spain, the late colonial history of the Philippines was marked by widespread
poverty, landlessness and frequent rebellion. In seeking to control and redirect
the sources of these outbreaks, an 1837 royal decree declared that Spain’s
colonies (the Philippines, as well as Cuba and Puerto Rico) would henceforth be
ruled and administered by Special Laws distinct from the laws and government
of the metropolis.

The 1837 Special Laws decree in these colonies enabled statesmen to bracket
the colonial question, ostensibly protecting the colonies from the labyrinthine
political turns and internecine rebellion and revolution that characterised Spanish
politics after the death of Ferdinand VII in 1833.5 Yet by legalising what
amounted to a state of exception in the colonies, or elevating the exceptionalism
of colonial government to the status of a law that formalised the arbitrary
exercise of sovereignty over the colonial population, the emergence of Special
Laws inadvertently called into question the fundamental ‘moral and material’
objectives of Spain’s enterprise and authority in the archipelago—Christianisa-
tion and economic prosperity. If moral redemption was the objective of the
Spanish rule, why weren’t Filipinos considered Spanish citizens with corre-
sponding rights and duties? If, conversely, material gain provided the basis for
Spanish rule, how did Spanish friars become one of the driving forces behind an
economy driven by export agriculture, commercial speculation, and loans
financed by charity funds (Obras Pías)?6 Sinibaldo de Mas, a Spanish diplomat
who arrived in the colony five years after the 1837 royal decree, was perhaps the
first to express the ‘colonial anomaly’. ‘[H]ow can we reconcile the freedom we
attain for ourselves’, he asks in 1842, ‘with the desire to impose the law onto
remote peoples at the same time? Why deny to the other the good that we desire
for our own country?’ [‘¿cómo combinar el que pretendamos para nosotros la
libertad y queramos al mismo tiempo imponer la ley a pueblos remotos? ¿Por
qué negar a otros el beneficio que para nuestra patria deseamos?’]7 It is against
this background that the blood compact makes its appearance in the public press.

In 1859, Ricardo de Puga launched the newspaper Ilustración Filipina, the
first illustrated newspaper to be published in the archipelago.8 In this early phase
of periodical literature, one of the central aims of this newspaper was to attract
both literate and non-literate audiences to buy newspapers that not only featured
articles of interest but also pictures of the Philippines, including portraits of
historical Spanish personages and ‘typical’ scenes of native city and country life.
As Puga makes clear in his first editorial, the need to cater to a divided audience
was reflected in the two functions of the illustrated newspaper: education and
entertainment. While one reader of the newspaper might seek ‘enlightenment’
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from the articles dealing with historical, geographical and economic-industrial
aspects of Spain’s colony, other consumers (both literate and illiterate) delighted
in the ‘illustrated’ representations of colonial society.9

Yet beneath this project to unite both literate and illiterate consumers of an
emergent press industry, lies a manoeuvre towards the establishment and
maintenance of other divisions between the donors and recipients of Spanish
civilisation. ‘Don’t bother to investigate the past of that [native] people,’ he
writes in one editorial,

do not ask about its beliefs, customs, its origin, since you seek in vain. The first
page of their history is written by Miguel López de Legazpi, messenger of
Christianity and civilisation; but turn your gaze further back and you will find
chaos, ignorance, nothing! Filipinas presents a significant exception among all
countries, which is the lack of history and monuments.

[No investiguéis el pasado de este pueblo, no le preguntéis cuales fueron sus
creencias, sus costumbres, su orígen porque es en vano. La primera página de su
historia está escrita por Miguel López de Legaspi, mensajero del cristianismo y de
la civilizacion; pero volved mas atrás la vista y encontraréis el caos, la ignorancia,
¡nada! Filipinas presenta una escepcion notable entre todos los paises, cual es la de
carecer de historia y monumentos.]10

A subsequent issue of Ilustración Filipina attempted to fill this (rhetorical)
emptiness by featuring an article on Miguel de Legazpi’s reduction or peaceful
occupation of the islands for the purposes of Christian religious evangelisation
and conversion.11 According to the author, Ricardo de Puga, Legazpi’s legendary
feat consisted in convincing the natives of Bohol, under the leadership of Rajah
Sikatuna, that Spain’s intentions were not hostile. To this end, Legazpi agreed
to participate in the blood compact that came to represent the foundational event
of colonial history in the archipelago.

The recording of this event, the ‘first page of [Filipino] history’, written by the
conquistador Legazpi, at the same time marks a break with ‘chaos, ignorance,
nothing’: a lack. The formal identity of Filipinas as an inhabited territory belied
the absence of an essential content or authenticity by which enlightened
countries would recognise it.12 Yet, as the author explains, in order for the
triumphant history of Spanish civilisation and Christianity to unfold, Legazpi
had to first submit himself to the law of the pagan and uncivilised other. Perhaps
for Puga, this dialectic of sin and redemption echoed Christ’s own submission
to the law of the flesh. Puga writes proudly:

Overcoming the natural repugnance that this savage custom inspired in him, the
general of our armada had to subject himself to such a ritual lest he awaken the
negative suspicions of those natives, still lacking confidence in the intentions of
their new guests.13

Only through such a submission to the rite of bloodletting could Legazpi
formally inaugurate the Spanish king Felipe II’s vision for ‘a bloodless
pacification of the archipelago’.14

In the decades succeeding Puga’s ruminations on the origins of colonial
history, the rhetoric of absence and lack became a common sight in the colonial
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literature and journalism published by peninsular Spanish writers in the Philip-
pines.15 Such rhetoric corresponded with the repeated call for modern economic,
administrative and social reforms (in public health, taxation and compulsory
service, infrastructure, and education) that would increase the productivity of the
land and population for Spain.16 Beneath these calls, however, a new legitimacy
of Spanish colonialism had arisen to challenge (or supplement) the evangelical
mission exalted by the Spanish priests and jurists of the sixteenth century. In the
eclipse of the Christianising mission by the ‘civilising’ one, and the call for
social, political and economic reforms, the distribution of lack accorded to the
colonial territory and population of the archipelago in the Filipino literature and
journalism of the peninsular Spaniards paved the way for the exercise of
(Spanish) sovereignty in the creation of a modern yet colonial civil society as a
base on which the edifice of the modern state was to be ostensibly founded.17

Of equal importance, however, was the conjunction of Puga’s civilisational
rhetoric—its ascription of lack to the colonised territory and the native subject,
its vulgar pantomime of the dialectic between conquistador and conquistado, its
supplementation of the evangelical mission by a felicitous correspondence
between ‘moral and material’ interests—with the development of positivist
international law in Europe at the time, particularly the 1884–1885 Berlin
Conference. Anthony Anghie formulates the central contradiction against the
background of the shift from natural to positivist law in international relations
in the following manner.18 On the one hand, he argues, the international
secularisation of law and sovereignty—from the conception of natural ‘human’
rights predicated on an absolute, divine and inalienable source, to one that
incorporated the knowing consent and willing consensus of the members or
parties involved—succeeded in limiting the constitutive authority of inter-
national pacts and treaties to a European ‘Family of Nations’ declared ‘capable’
of such knowing consent and consensus.19 This reduction of international law to
inter-state participation among the European nations and the US amounted to the
exclusion of peoples and territories not recognised by these nations from the
constitutive activity of pacts and treaties under international law. By basing the
criterion of recognition doctrine on the elusive notion of ‘society’, lawmakers
discovered ‘a mechanism by which cultural assessments could be transformed
into a legal status’.20 In this way, international law questioned the legitimacy of
any pact or treaty involving a people or a country whose sovereign or form of
sovereignty was not recognised by the Family of Nations.

The criterion of ‘society’, its absence or lack in the colonies, dovetailed with
the rights claimed by Spanish administrators of the period to the Philippines.
Culturalise and legalise became the two operations that enabled a ‘civilisational’
criterion to juridically distinguish the legitimacy of inter-state laws among the
sovereign nations of Western Europe and the US, from the interaction between
sovereign European states and non-European states denied sovereignty.21 Fol-
lowing this distinction, Spanish constitutional thought and even republicanism
on the peninsula in Europe became perfectly compatible with the administration
of colonial Special Laws in the archipelago.

Yet the institution of positivist international law—with its evaluations of
civilisation and barbarism, its doctrines of terra nullis, the naturalisation of
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European law—also introduced a question unforeseen and left unanswered by
the Spanish colonialist. For by drawing a sharp dichotomy between the
‘civilised’ societies of Europe and those lacking in civil society, civilisational
rhetoric flew in the face of a centuries-long history of pacts and treaties between
the European and non-European world, of which the blood compact was a clear
example. The delegitimation of the colonial world by the Family of (Western
European) Nations therefore generated a contradiction that both the ‘humani-
tarian’ mission of imperialism (including the US doctrine of benevolent assimi-
lation) and the anti-colonial agenda of certain Filipino colonial expatriates
sought to answer—what criterion could reconcile the fundamental tenets of
modern positivist international law with the entire history of relations between
Europe, the Americas, Asia and Africa? What was the basis of recognising the
legitimacy of Spain’s claim to the Philippines, or the legitimacy of Germany’s
claim to the Congo, if no criterion of legitimacy existed in the treaties made
between Europe and the colonial world? If the colonial world became excluded
from what was arguably the ‘most creative period’ of international law, what
prevented a universal, colonial state of exception, a ‘free-for-all’ abandonment
of all international order and due process, among those states that claimed the
legitimacy of their colonial possessions?

II Radicalisation of the Sandugan

Members of the elite communities must have greeted the exhibit opening of Juan
Luna’s Pacto de sangre in 1885 with perplexity and (at least in one instance)
some degree of dismay (see Figure 1). For if the Spanish government had
conferred on Luna the task of illuminating, casting light on the first peace treaty
between conquistador and colonial subject, Luna inundates the scene with
darkness—the darkness of the background, the darkness of the table in the
foreground, and darkness in the eyes of every witness to the scene. The viewer
enters the historical event at the decisive moment when the glasses are raised and
Rajah Sikatuna and Legazpi appear to be staring solemnly and cautiously into
one another’s eyes. The impression is of course apparent, since Sikatuna has his
back turned to the viewer, obscuring his face and expression. The Spanish
military, civil and religious figures surround Sikatuna, bearing witness to the
event. Yet the painter has even made it difficult for the viewer to adequately
assess the reaction of the Spanish officer to the native ritual. Like their leader
Legazpi, the witnesses are half enshrouded in the long shadows cast across the
ship cabin.

Luna directs the viewer toward the central tension of the painting through the
flash of light that sharply contrasts the brightness of Legazpi’s breastplate in the
light, and the darkness of the breastplate side shielded from it. This sharp
irruption of light in the painting draws the viewer’s attention toward the two
objects on the table: a written treaty between Spaniard and native chief, and a
kris or jagged sword still firmly grasped by Sikatuna’s rather large and dusky
arm. Treaty and sword, light and darkness, Spaniard and native chief, the visible
and the invisible, all comprise the scene before us as a set of frames for
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Figure 1.
Juan Luna, Pacto de sangre (1885)

understanding and evaluating the stakes, the difficulties, and the omissions
involved in imagining the simultaneous depiction of one civilisation and two.

A summary of related ideas and events of the period will help us reflect on
this set of frames. As a colonial expatriate educated in Europe (or ilustrado as
these students and exiles were commonly known), Luna became intimate with
his small group of fellow ilustrados—Graciano López Jaena and José Rizal
among them, as well as Luna’s brother Antonio—who were at that time
beginning to openly advocate colonial reforms.22 In fact, an earlier painting
executed by Luna (El Spoliarium), which had won the first prize in the 1884
Paris Exposition, had already become adopted by his friends as the subject of
political commentary. In 1884, after Juan Luna and his compatriot Félix
Resurrección Hidalgo had won gold and silver medals at the Paris Exposition,
a young student by the name of José Rizal had toasted the two painters at a
banquet in a speech that later became published in the newspaper Los dos
mundos. The avowed intention of the speech was to toast the prizes given to both
Filipino painters as the pride of Spain as well as the Philippines; it resulted,
however, in the blacklisting of Rizal as a persona non grata to various members
of the colonial government and religious clergy in the Philippines.

A fragment of this speech will explain both the relation of Rizal’s thought to
Luna’s conceptual approach to the Pacto de sangre, and the contrary reception
of the speech by Spanish liberals and conservatives in Madrid and Manila. ‘In
the history of peoples,’ Rizal writes,
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there are names that by themselves signify an event … names that come to act as
a compact, a symbol of peace, a binding love between nations. The names of Luna
and Hidalgo belong to these: their victories illumine two extremes of the globe: the
Orient and the Occident: Spain and Filipinas …. [F]rom a height [they] unite two
peoples, with eternal ties, two peoples that oceans and spaces divide in vain, two
peoples, where the seeds of disunion, blindly cultivated by men and their despotism,
do not grow.23

[En la historia de los pueblos hay nombres que por sí solos significan un
hecho … nombres que vienen á ser como un pacto, un simbolo de paz, un lazo de
amor entre las naciones. Los nombres de Luna é Hidalgo pertenecen á éstos: sus
glorias iluminan dos extremos del globo: el Oriente y el Occidente: España y
Filipinas …. Desde esa altura un[en] dos pueblos con vínculos eternos, dos pueblos
que en vano separan los mares y el espacio, dos pueblos en los cuales no germinan
las simientes de desunión QUE CIEGAMENTE SIEMBRAN LOS HOMBRES Y
SUS DESPOTISMO.]

The awkward translation aims to highlight certain aspects of Rizal’s emphasis.
For one thing, readers can identify the allusion to a peace pact couched in
Rizal’s exhortation of his compatriots’s achievements. Equally obvious is Rizal’s
somewhat exacerbated stress on two peoples (dos pueblos, which Rizal’s
commentator Wenceslao Retana repeatedly underlines), a phrase which he
repeats twice later in his speech, adding the additional qualification of two races.
‘Two races,’ Rizal says, ‘that love and are loved by one another, united morally,
socially, and politically … in order to one day form a single nation in spirit, in
its duties, in its outlook, in its privileges’. [‘DOS RAZAS que se aman y se
quieren, UNIDAS, moral, social, y políticamente, en el espacio de cuatro siglos,
PARA QUE FORMEN EN LO FUTURO UNA SOLA NACION EN EL
ESPIRITU, en sus deberes, en sus miras, en sus privilegios.’]24 This emphasis
highlights the disingenuous or more specifically duplicitous quality of Rizal’s
prose.25 From the unwieldy phrase, ‘two peoples, where the seeds of disunion,
blindly cultivated by men and their despotism, do not grow’, to his contradictory
assertion of two races that are simultaneously united and yet still not ‘single’,
Rizal’s rhetorical evasions sabotage his own exhortations for Spanish–Filipino
unity. In the same breath that he affirms Spanish–Filipino unity, he turns around
and lists a series of likely reasons for disunity (oceans and spaces, seeds of
disunion, men and their despotism); and in emphasising moral, social and
political union between the two races, he renders all the more glaring the lack
of unity of both peoples under a single nation.

The Janus-faced quality of Rizal’s prose informs Luna’s portrayal of the blood
compact in two ways: first, the veiled faces of the Spanish conquistadores and
the friar (presumably Andrés de Urdaneta) that accompanies them; and second,
the positioning of native chief Sikatuna with his back to the viewer. The dialectic
of submitting to the law of the (uncivilised) other in order to bring the savages
into the sphere of civilisation and Christianity (as we saw earlier in Puga) has
all but vanished. In its place a canny and calculating Spanish leader, his face
veiled in shadows, slides a written contract across the table, even as he gauges
the ambivalence of his opponent, sword still in hand. And in the place of Spain’s
divine mission to redeem the peripheries of Europe, there emanates from the
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painting an overwhelming concern and uncertainty about the status, legitimacy
and observance of the blood compact as a contract between equal consenting
parties. Why are there no native witnesses? And why can’t the viewer gaze upon
the face of the native chief Sikatuna? Questions such as these—incidentally
posed by Wenceslao Retana, a peninsular Spanish publicist and colonial bureau-
crat who attended the opening exhibition of the painting in Manila—addressed
the various ways and means (or lack thereof) of evaluating the legitimacy of the
blood compact. It was out of these concerns that Retana himself dismissed the
painting’s conception as ‘un disparate’ (‘absurd’).26

The two or three years succeeding the execution of Luna’s painting included
the publication of works by colonial subjects on the peninsula such as Marcelo
H. del Pilar’s La soberanía monacal (Monastic Sovereignty), Pedro Paterno’s La
antigua civilización tagalog (Ancient Tagalog Civilisation) (both in 1887),
Rizal’s incendiary novel Noli me tangere (1886), and finally the publication of
the fortnightly newspaper, La Solidaridad (beginning in 1889). In these and
other writings, the blood compact comes to symbolise at least two suggestive
theses that were central to the propaganda campaign for colonial reforms led by
Filipino students in the late nineteenth century.

1. The first thesis is that Filipino native groups and Spaniards came to the
table on equal footing as discrete peoples, and both agreed to a treaty recognised
by ancient and modern societies alike as legal and binding; but the existing
inequalities sustained by colonial rule showed that this compact was not
honoured. Luna brings the ritual into the sphere of the present by inserting a
written treaty into the painting as a way of translating and updating the binding
legal aspect of the shared ritual. While Filipino writers differed in their emphasis
of what went wrong from the time of the blood compact to the present, all
agreed on the necessity and legitimacy or legality of appealing to the Spanish
government for changes or modifications in Spanish colonial policy. Marcelo H.
del Pilar, editor of La Solidaridad, went as far as to claim that the blood compact
effectively made Filipino subjects citizens of the Spanish nation, and possessed
of all of the rights and privileges of citizenship thereunto.27

Again, one cannot underemphasise the timing of such a contention, given the
formalisation of treaty relations between the European and non-European worlds
in the emergence of a positivist international law. While international law aimed
to free the Family of Western Nations from the fetters of pact and treaty binding
them to the colonial world, this absolution would immediately deprive the
contending global powers of any legitimate claim to their respective colonies.
The natives had to desire their colonial submission, and this submission had to
be acknowledged as legitimate and binding. Thus, even as the colonial world
became excluded from what Anghie calls ‘the most creative period’ of inter-
national law, this exclusion had to be relativised and negotiated between
sovereign states in order to preserve some semblance of order among those states
vis-à-vis their colonial possessions. And the very same contract with the colonial
world that these states had sought to exclude during the Berlin Conference
would have to re-enter on the frontier of the colonial subject’s desire and will.

Luna confronts the viewer with a contract and a sword, and asks us to assume
the implications of either choice. For a contract with the colonial world would
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mean the constitution of colonial desire—a desire that presumed the equality of
consenting parties and flew in the face of colonial rule. Conversely, the abolition
of the contract would inaugurate a colonial state of exception that would come
to question the very foundations of legitimacy and the law—a lapse into the
‘partial and incomplete association’ of which Rousseau so eloquently spoke,
‘which is the cause of tyranny and war’.28 Excluded, included: the discrepant
cosmopolitanism of the ilustrados, then, argued for the recognition of a treaty
that would alter or redirect the orientation of international law away from the
justification of modern imperialism and the propagation of an indefinite state of
exception, and toward the legal and rational abolition of colonial rule.

2. The second contention of the propagandists framed by the blood compact
derives from various questions raised by the first. From Rizal’s emphasis of two
peoples and two lands, bound by common agreement upheld by both parties,
there arises the assertion of two civilisations. Again, opinions differed on how
to trace and link up the genealogy of such a civilisation with the more recognised
religious and cultural systems of belief that extended to the Pacific region.29

Rather, what mattered to the Filipino students advocating colonial reform in
Spain throughout this period was the immediate politicisation of such a possibil-
ity. Politicisation can be understood here in both its negative and positive
aspects: negatively, in the sense that an ostensibly ‘non-political’ issue
(religious, moral, economic, ethical, etc.) becomes elevated to a polarisation
between an ‘us and them’ (or friend and enemy); positively, in the sense that
insofar as Filipinos might consider themselves as belonging to a civilisation
(however non-Hispanic), they qualified for the same inalienable rights (natural or
cosmopolitan) as Spanish citizens in the eyes of Europe.30 To this end, the
production of historical paintings, such as Luna’s, brought the European mind to
the aesthetic awareness that the Philippines had yet to be accounted for in the
scope of world history; and that conflicting ideologies and currents of thought
(self-determination, Darwinism, modern imperialism, natural law—all of which
are mistakenly grouped together as ‘liberal’ thought) had not yet fixed the terms
and conditions of its entrance.31 Such an accounting anticipated the incorporation
of possible meanings of a Filipino past into the present as a way of negotiating
with that present—establishing a critical relationship to it, and attempting to
negotiate the path between Spanish national republicanism and European imperi-
alism at the end of the nineteenth century.32

We have already seen one possible political use of the blood compact in the
modern participation of Filipino colonial subjects in an ancient, non-Spanish or
non-Western civilisation: the assumption of social equality between colonial
subjects and Spaniards who both knowingly consented to a higher principle of
legitimacy, represented by the blood compact, that finds itself contradicted by
the stubborn perseverance of colonial rule.33 The assertion of a Filipino civilis-
ation that was even more attuned to the current of Western civilisation than the
colonial power itself served to further this assumption by questioning the entire
trajectory of ‘civilisation’ as a Eurocentric, centrifugal movement from the
centre to the outlying periphery. While Spanish colonialists (anticipating the US
colonialists after 1898) reiterated in various ways the incapacity of the colonial
subject for the rights and responsibilities of citizenship, the ilustrados responded
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with an astonishing counter-claim. That counter-claim stated that the arrival of
the Spaniards marked not the progressive thrust of Spanish civilisation, but the
retrogressive brutalisation and barbarisation of an ancient civilisation; and the
atrocities of the present regime merely carried on a centuries-long process of this
barbarisation.34

At the same time, however, the diremptive history of an originally cosmopoli-
tan civilisation that had been brutalised into insularity and submission by
colonial rule raised another question that later became explicit in the ilustrado’s
disenchantment with the path of reform. If the celebrated treaty turned out to be
illegitimate after all; if reparations did not issue from its invalidation by Spanish
colonialism; and if Luna’s Pacto de sangre remained an idealised portrait of the
ambiguities inherent in the origins of Spanish-Filipino society—then what? In
the suspension of the simultaneous movement between Legazpi and Sikatuna,
glasses raised in the consecration of a promise that is already pregnant with the
anticipation of betrayal, Luna calls on the viewer to make a series of decisions
in black and white. What force or authority presided over these proceedings? If
the Spanish conquistadores stood behind Legazpi to uphold one side of the
contract, what witness or witnesses standing ‘behind’ Sikatuna (as the position-
ing of the figures in Luna’s painting suggests) would uphold the other? And if
Spain had the power to enforce the native’s obligation to the letter of the law,
was there an equal power that would enforce the obligation of the Spanish
nation?

While the possible solutions to the claim of a broken compact between Spain
and the colonial subject varied, it was José Rizal who first translated this idea
into an understanding of colonialism as crisis. While his response took various
forms, crossing the fields of history, ethnology, linguistics and literature, I focus
on two. In the first, Rizal explores the ‘the sublimity of desperation’ (‘lo sublime
de la desesperación’) and the ‘supreme law of the weak’—that is, the violent
response of a colonial subject who has no recourse to any law or contract.35 His
first novel, Noli me tangere (1886), follows the path of a young ilustrado whose
dreams for colonial reform are relentlessly thwarted by the religious and petty
officials in the colony. The second novel, El filibusterismo (1891), charts the
possible directions for those colonial subjects abandoned by law and forced to
create their own forms of order—banditry, insurrection, sequestration, exile,
corruption, withdrawal, and ruthless profiteering. All these anomalous forms of
order, based on compelling reasons offered by the characters in a series of
monologues, find their greatest expression in the majestic anarchism of the
anti-hero Simoun, who paraphrases the philosophies of Enlightenment and
German Romanticism in the same breath as he plots the destruction of the entire
archipelago. For in the absence of any sovereign authority or contract that
includes the consent and consensus (however partial) of its colonial subjects,
both the coloniser and the colonised confront each other in a generalised
(Hobbesian) state of war. The terrifying (and terroristic) implication of the
sublimity of desperation was a politics that was at the same time an anti-
politics—a kind of ‘pre-Westphalian’ catastrophe of violence that allowed no
other decisive criterion for law than that of a free-for-all contest between the
strong and the weak, fought on every level of society all the time.36
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Of course, the relation of sublimity to terror in Rizal’s novel is not fortuitous:
sublimity and terror designate the aesthetic and phenomenological coordinates of
revolution and enlightenment from Kant to Hegel. In many ways, Simoun offers
us a sublime presentation of the soldier who by his sacrifice and exposure to
danger provides us with the impossibility of adequately representing the limits
of human self-assertion. ‘[W]hat is it that,’ Kant asks in his Third Critique, ‘even
to the savage, is the object of greatest admiration? It is a man who is undaunted,
who knows no fear, and who, therefore does not give way to danger, but sets
manfully to work with full deliberation’.37 Even desperation, Kant asserts, lays
claim to the sublime, insofar as it ‘excites the consciousness of our power of
overcoming every resistance’.38

While many threads of argument on the development of Rizal’s thought derive
from this reflection, I simply want to highlight the manner by which an idea of
enlightened Europe—specifically, the aesthetic sublime—comes to inform and
provide a justification for not only questioning the hegemony of Spanish
civilisation, but also the Enlightenment in toto as one of many names for
European expansion. When Simoun’s accomplice, Basilio, questions the world
response to Simoun’s vision of catastrophe, the latter cynically replies:

The world will applaud as it always does, agreeing with the strongest and most
violent. … Europe applauded when the western nations sacrificed millions of
natives in America …. Look at North America with its egoistic liberty, its Lynch
law, its political deceptions …. Europe applauded when powerful Portugal
despoiled the Moluccas, it applauds when England destroys primitive races in the
Pacific in order to replace them with its own émigrés.39

[El mundo aplaudirá como siempre, dando la razon al más fuerte, al más vio-
lento!… Europa ha aplaudido cuando las naciones del occidente sacrificaron en
America millones de indios … allí está el Norte con su libertad egoista, su ley de
Lynch, sus engaños politicos …. Europa ha aplaudido cuando la poderosa Portugal
despojó a las Molucas, aplaude cuando Inglaterra desttruye en el Pacífico las razas
primitivas para implantar la de sus emigrados.]

From the perspective of the colonial subject, who sees the panoply of history
unfold as a consequence of his or her exclusion from participation in it, the
march of civilisation becomes ceaselessly exposed as the naked and brutal
exercise of sovereignty. The peculiar ‘sublimity’ of Rizal’s protagonist, perhaps
akin to his Spanish forebears Francisco Goya and Mariano José de Larra, stems
from the dystopia of an Enlightenment gone terribly wrong. Instead of the noble
sacrifice of a patriot for the cause of liberty and justice, El filibusterismo tells the
story of an ilustrado whose republican ideals mature on the wrong side of the
world under impossible circumstances, and whose vision of a redeemed post-
colonial humanity becomes twisted into aspiration for tyranny. And instead of
demonstrating the once and for all ascendance of human self-assertion over the
hope in and fear of a higher, divine order, Simoun’s death returns Rizal to the
basic tenets of Renaissance humanism: belief in a God who promotes human
dignity and encourages the path of self-betterment.40

Yet this portrait of Spanish colonialism as crisis leads to another solution, also
sketched by Rizal, which finds inspiration in the leadership of Andrés Bonifacio
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in the revolutionary brotherhood or Katipunan movement that surfaced in 1896
and became subsumed into the national revolution. That was to form a new
compact, a new treaty among exclusively colonial subjects, to which no Spaniard
had access.41 This new organisation, patterned after the religious confraternities
and Masonic lodges in Europe, was initiated by Rizal just before his capture and
exile to the island of Dapitan. Under Bonifacio’s leadership, however, it became
radicalised into a revolutionary society. While the history of the brotherhood or
Katipunan will not detain us here, one feature of the organisation that pertains
to our discussion is the return of the blood compact, as an initiation rite that
welcomed new members. By performing the secret covenant with the revolution-
ary organisation, initiates reclaimed the idea of an ancient archipelagic civilis-
ation as their own.

At the outbreak of the war between Spain and the revolutionary forces in
1896, Bonifacio reiterates the proceedings of the blood compact in his famous
manifesto, ‘Ang Dapat Mabatid ng mga Tagalog’ (‘What All Tagalogs Should
Know’).42 He begins with a recounting of a pre-Hispanic, Edenic past: ‘The
Tagalog people’, he begins, ‘who were governed in prehistoric times by our true
countrymen, before the Spaniards had set foot on this land, lived in a surplus of
abundance and freedom from want.’ [‘Itong Katagalugan, na pinamamahalaan
nang unang panahon ng ating tunay na mga kababayan niyaong hindi pa
tumutuntong sa mga lupaing ito ang mga Kastila, ay nabubuhay sa lubos na
kasaganaan, at kaginhawahan.’] Seduced by Spanish achievements and knowl-
edge, the Tagalogs performed the blood compact as a ‘sign of true and complete
loyalty that they would not betray in the course of events’ (‘tanda ng tunay at
lubos na pagtatapat na di magtataksil sa pinagkayarian’). In the three hundred
years between past and present, however,

the race of Legaspi is sustained by us in complete abundance … while all we
receive is deprivation and starvation …. Nothing but pure betrayal as the recom-
pense for our good graces and observance of their promises to us initially awakened
[our] sense of virtue but actually blinded us, infected us with their base deeds, [and]
forced us to break with the great and beloved traditions of our Motherland.43

[ang lahi ni Legaspi ay ating binubuhay sa lubos na kasaganaan … kahit abutin
natin ang kasalatan at kadayukdukan …. Wala kundi pawing kataksilan ang ganti sa
ating mga pagpapala at mga pagtupad sa kanilang ipinangakong tayo’y lalong
gigisingin sa kagalingan ay bagkus tayong binulag, inihawa tayo sa kanilang hamak
na asal, pinilit na sinira ang mahal at magandang ugali ng ating Bayan.]

On the surface, the legacy of the blood compact seems to portray a certain
continuity between the propaganda campaign of the elite ilustrados led by Rizal
and del Pilar in Europe, and the revolutionary movement in Manila.44 With the
radicalisation of the blood compact in Bonifacio’s Katipunan, however, the
underlying concept and strategic use of this emblem have changed. First, a
complete identification between the subject of history (native chief Sikatuna), the
narrator, and the reader proceeds through the retelling of Tagalog history from
the perspective of the contract as a promise (pangako) and as a reciprocal
exchange (ganti).45 In this retelling, the subject we and its possessive our come
to signify simultaneously the pre-Hispanic native (‘our true countrymen’), their
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emblematic representative (‘haring Sikatuna’, ‘King Sikatuna’: see p. 93), and
the colonial subject of the late nineteenth century confronting the race (lahi) of
the conquistadores. Of course, the polarisation of us and them, along with the
corresponding dichotomy of inside and outside, occurs frequently in the
Manichean division that characterises both the colonial world and anti-colonial
revolutions.46 Bonifacio’s manifesto, in particular, illustrates this dichotomy
through his assertion that the contract binds the welfare and prosperity of
one party to the deprivation and starvation of the other, and the repeated
assertion of collective values shared by the integral ethno-linguistic subject. As
Bonifacio writes, ‘The time has come that we realise we have our own feelings,
honour, sense of shame and mutual relationships’ (‘Panahon nang dapat nating
ipakilala na tayo’y may sariling pagdaramdam, may puri, may hiya at pag-
dadamayan’).47

Thus, whereas the ilustrados invoked the blood contract in order to appeal to
the constitutional principles of the sovereign European states and the cosmopoli-
tan society maintained by international law, members of the Katipunan perform
an about-face on this strategy. Instead of seeking recourse in the modern
legitimacy of (European) institutions and contracts, Bonifacio extols the ‘great
and beloved traditions of our Motherland’ and seeks to repair the denied
intimacy of the ‘children, spouse, and elder parents’ separated from the native
colonial subject.48 The strategic distinction, however, betrays a conceptual one.
Speaking like Benjamin, one might argue that whereas the ilustrados saw in the
blood contract the opportunity to seek redress from the law (and law-preserving
violence) of constitutional Spain and cosmopolitan Europe, the revolutionaries
emphasised the mythical and law-making violence of the blood compact as the
basis for a new ethical practice of constituting sovereignty, and a new corre-
sponding dialectic of freedom and subjection, right and responsibility.49 The
discourse and practice of the Filipino revolution, compacted in blood and
darkness, undertake this project with the articulation of the interior values of a
native subject besieged by the exterior values of the traitorous Kastila or
Spaniard. In the descent and transculturation of European contractualism from
the global to the local level, the broken promise calls on the vernacular Tagalog
to express its own meanings and values of reason (katuwiran), freedom
(kalayaan), and enlightenment (liwanag ng katotohanan), irrespective (and this
is the decisive point) of Eurocentrism, international law, and Spanish constitu-
tionalism.50

‘For the nation to be itself’, Etienne Balibar writes, ‘it has to … isolate within
its bosom, before eliminating or expelling them, the �false�, �exogenous�,
�cross-bred�, �cosmopolitan� elements’.51 The effacement of the cosmopolitan
element of European contractualism and positivist international law from the
Filipino cultural project in a time of war, serves to illuminate some of the
fundamental misunderstandings of the blood compact in the eyes of US imperi-
alism at the turn of the century. To take one example, Francis St Clair, an
American in Manila in 1902, vilified the revolutionary brotherhood or Katipunan
as

a society within the bosom of which was redeveloped the Malay instinct which had
lain dormant for some three centuries. This instinct—brutal, savage, intensely
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ignorant, immoral, ungodly: an instinct found still among some of the uncivilised
tribes of the mountain fastnesses of Luzon …once again burst forth in all its
strength.52

St Clair repeatedly condemns the practice of the blood compact as a ritual
‘which carried [the Indian] back to the savage times of his remote ancestors who
were drawn from their mountain and forest lairs and domesticated by the
Religious Orders’ (p. 92). Astonishingly, St Clair’s misinterpretation of the
blood compact ritual is emblematic of the dichotomy between two fundamentally
opposed discourses of civilisation. For St Clair, it represented the very document
of barbarism, deserving of discipline and control. For the revolutionary initiate,
the blood compact reaffirmed the life of an ancient civilisation brutalised every
day by the outsider or barbarian enemy, Spain.

Of equal importance, however, the genealogy and transformation of the blood
compact recover the lost dialogue and correspondence between the cosmopoli-
tanism of ilustrado thought and the search for lost collective origins and
autochthonous identity that characterises various expressions of insular national-
ism. The blood compact offered a kind of interface that allowed for the
emergence of both local and global evaluations of the colonial crisis. For the
ilustrados, the existence of treaties with the colonial subject struck at the very
heart of the simultaneous exclusion and inclusion of non-Western peoples in the
sphere of ‘civilisation’. For Bonifacio’s Katipunan, self-determination began at
home, with the family, whose apparatus of reason and enlightenment did not
need to understand the politics of sovereign nations or the inter-state system of
global capitalism in order to see clearly that a promise had been broken, and that
no state of colonial exception could explain or legitimate the brutalisation of
people by an intolerable exercise of sovereignty.53 From the revolutionary
disaffection with Spain, one may detect in this rhetoric disaffection with any
claim to truth on the wrong side of a now polarised dichotomy.

III Past and present legacies of the blood compact

These two lines of thought converge and separate with the summoning of the
blood compact from out of the obscurity of the sixteenth century and into the
nineteenth. They also anticipate and frame the contesting histories of what has
come to be called the Philippine–American War. For the US military and the
colonialist press, the historical meaning of the seizure of the Philippines was
both clear and guaranteed by the vulgar Darwinism, the resurgence of Manifest
Destiny, and the ideology of a boundless US frontier that shaped the new
American mass culture. War with the Philippines inaugurated the full-fledged
membership of the United States into the European family of ‘civilised’ nations,
complete with their respective colonial possessions. Several months after the
initial outbreak of war, Hubert Howe Bancroft, an ardent imperialist who saw
California’s role in the spread of a global order, wrote:

It was only in 1898 that Americans at least were bold enough to say that it was not
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only the right but the duty of the stronger to take charge of the weaker, even to the
extermination of races and the appropriation of lands.54

Such a statement condenses a series of assumptions and implications about the
war and its aftermath for popular consumption: first, that the US had established
the continuity of European imperialism in the march of history toward ‘civilis-
ation’; second, that this charge had to be portrayed in the juridical language of
rights and duties; and third, that this juridical language defined the conditions
under which ‘the extermination of races and appropriation of lands’ was both
just and necessary.55

By contrast, in the year succeeding the US proclamation that the war between
the revolutionary army and the US military was officially over, a new resonance
to the blood compact began to sound in the seditious play ‘Kahapon, Ngayon,
at Bukas’ (‘Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow’) by Aurelio Tolentino (c. 1903).56

The play allegorises the history of the Philippines as the history of Inang Bayan
(Motherland), Taga-ilog (‘from the river’, once thought to be the origin of
Tagalog), and Inang Bayan’s children. After successfully defending the home-
land against the invasion of Chinese bandits during the pre-Spanish era of the
Philippines, Taga-ilog receives the early conquistadores on his native land and
performs the blood compact with the Spanish leader, Matang-Lawin (Hawkeye).
Predictably, Spanish treachery soon follows, which leads to the Filipino revol-
ution, and the arrival of the US (optimistically represented by the characters
Bagong-Sibol (New Symbol) and Malaynatin (Our Consciousness)). The US
refuses to allow the flying of the Philippine flag. As Taga-ilog begins to prepare
for yet another war against the US, Ynangbayan addresses the US in the
following speech:

Di baga pangaku sa amin Didn’t you promise us
Ng kami ay iyong tawagin When you called us
Na ang iyong maluningníng That your sparkling flag
Na bandilay siyang lilílim Would offer protection
Sa kalayaang nais naming? … For the freedom we desired? …
At kung kami ay pasákop And if we are subjected
Habang buhay, sa iyong utos As long as we live, to your rule
Kami ay di tawong lubos, We are not even human beings
Subali kami ay hayop But rather animals
Na sa paa mo’y hihímod …. That lick your feet ….
Hayop may kung magkaminsay Animals that sometimes, even
Nan[did]ila, pumapatay; defy and kill;
Pag kami ay iyong ibinilang If we are counted among the animals,
Sa hayop, iyong kasalanan Your offense
Sakaling silayin ka might even be witnessed.

(quoted in ‘Lapen-Bonifacio,’ p 205)

The broken promise of freedom, the perceived brutalisation or reduction to mere
animal life, and the re-emergence of a state of exception, arbitrary tyranny
masquerading as sovereign law, and the appeal for public witnesses to the deed,
all conspire to give the blood compact a new life in a cultural history and
identity that become inseparable from their politicisation in the revolutionary
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years. Perhaps it is for this reason that the US government found it necessary to
take down Juan Luna’s painting of the Pacto de sangre from the hall of
Malacañang Palace during the war years, until after five hundred thousand
Filipino civilians as well as revolutionary forces had died at the hands of the US
military and the rule of martial law; and a proclaimed state of order had
resumed.

The genealogy of the blood compact inserts itself into three general consider-
ations that help us understand the irruption of modernity and modern imperial-
ism in the Philippines during the second half of the nineteenth century—and its
relationship to our present. The first is the necessary confrontation among
peninsular Spaniards, colonial expatriates, and revolutionaries alike, with both
the violence of colonial sovereignty and the threat of revolutionary violence.
Spain’s right to violence, which had lost its ‘prestige’, or divine sanction in the
struggle between constitutionalism and absolutist monarchy in Spain throughout
the nineteenth century, left the colonial government grappling with the anomaly
of colonial exceptionalism, and the need to ground its legitimacy elsewhere.57

The various portrayals of the blood compact in this period reflected the need to
acknowledge and account for this anomaly. The peninsular Spanish lament over
the loss of Spanish prestige in the colony—a constant theme in the literature,
journalism and private correspondence of the religious in the nineteenth cen-
tury—dovetailed with the resurrection of the blood compact as a way of
memorialising the debt owed by the colonial subject to the ‘civilising’ and
Christianising mission, as well as underlining the continuity of the pax Hispan-
ica that effectively resisted the great upheavals of Europe and the Americas in
the wake of the French, Haitian and US revolutions. By contrast, Luna’s
placement of sword and contract on the negotiating table of Spanish colonialism
highlights the ambiguous legitimacy of colonial sovereignty in a world charac-
terised by modern disenchantment—a tenet that the Pacto de sangre holds in
suspension in order to weigh the benefits of modern contractualism against its
own demand of blood sacrifice.

The suspended ‘legitimacy of the modern age’, placed in a colonial context,
thus occasioned competing claims of law and sovereignty that not only ques-
tioned the basis of colonial rule, but also anticipated or attempted to forestall the
onset of modern imperialism in the juridical constitution of international law and
its application of cultural assessments of ‘civilisation’ in its relationship with the
colonial world.58 With Bonifacio’s Katipunan, revolutionaries take up the blood
compact and its breach in order to portray history as the confrontation between
the foreign Spaniard and the native Tagalog subject that lasted for over three
hundred years; and to respond to the call for a new social order, beginning with
a new blood compact. Yet in the aftermath of the revolution, cut short by the US
takeover of the Philippines after 1898, the blood compact begins to represent the
irruption of modern imperialism as just another chapter in the history of broken
promises, in which Spain and the US begin to look more and more like the same
mouthpiece of civilisation and enlightenment. Along the same lines, the rejection
of modernity, in its colonial and neo-colonial variants, threatens to become a
rejection of a Western-imposed modernity in toto.59

This conception leads us, finally, to the unanswered question posed
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by Rizal, ‘enlightened’ (or Europeanised) anti-colonialist in the age of imperial-
ism. It speaks as much to our own time—with its polarisation of ‘civilisation’
and fundamentalist-inspired violence, the revival of debates on distinguishing
just from unjust wars, and the criminalisation of civilian populations who are
sentenced to die without recourse to the law—as it does to the nineteenth
century.60 That question is: what conditions engender or maintain a state of
exception—colonial, neo-colonial, or postcolonial—in which the only ethical
mode of comportment is what Rizal had called the sublimity of desperation?61

What other responses can adequately address the complicity of ‘civilisational’
discourse, international law, and police action, in the production of states of
exception that authorise the suspension of all laws except the exercise of brute
sovereignty?62 If, following Walter Benjamin’s suggestive analysis, neither the
kris of Rajah Sikatuna nor the contract forwarded by Spain (and later, the
imperialist powers under the name of ‘international law’) successfully evade a
critique of violence in its pernicious lawmaking and law-preserving functions,
what idea or ideal of ‘society’, ‘civilisation’, ‘culture’ or ‘aesthetic’ is adequate
to preside over the trial of the colonised, past and present?63

Over a hundred and fifty years after the irruption of the blood compact into
the public eye as the very scene of Philippine modernity, evidence shows its grip
on the national imagination. On 12 July 2003, between twenty and thirty
Philippine military officers and soldiers participated in a secret meeting to
depose Philippine president Gloria Macapagal Arroyo. Participants extracted
blood from their arms ‘to sign papers and dye the red portion of the Philippine
flag’.64 In the words of Major General Pedro Cabuay, Intelligence Services
of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (ISAFP) chief, ‘the attendees took an
oath of allegiance as … new Filipino heroes, and they were talking about the
implementation of what they called (the) last revolution’. Their reasons were
relatively clear: Navy Lieutenant Senior Grade Antonio Trillanes cited the
rampant corruption among senior officers in the military, who allegedly placed
soldiers and civilians in harm’s way, even as these leaders received kickbacks
for reselling government munitions to the Muslim separatist groups and ‘terror-
ists’ the AFP was fighting.65 Behind the renewed calls for national and
international security against the ever-present threat of terrorism, the defence of
order itself against the blood and darkness of violence and anarchy, and
President Macapagal Arroyo’s obsequious allegiance to the US-led ‘coalition of
the willing’ against Iraq, Luna’s image provokes us to examine where the real
wars are being fought, what the real stakes are, and how both perpetrators and
victims struggle to escape their complicity with violence and the state of
exception.

Civilisation and barbarism, that sovereign division that defined the juridical
constitution of Spanish colonial rule as well as US imperialism in the Philip-
pines, thus continues to resurface before the exacerbated claims of a ‘peace
process’ led by the Western nations of yesterday and today, upholding the tenets
and the name of international law. But in the half-light of Luna’s painting, the
painter has withheld from our gaze a face that awaits and anticipates our
recognition. Will we welcome the sight of that face with infinite joy or sadness?
Will we recognise that face as our own?
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